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Long Term Refrigeration
with Dehydration
By Tawnia Steinhoff

I was seeing
dehydration from
refrigeration on
the eyes, nose,
cheeks, and lips.
The cheeks and
nose had the
orange peel look
and felt leathery
to the touch.
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When a decedent has been refrigerated for a length
of time, we can face many different challenges. With
this sort of case, we are likely to see dehydration
with signs of decomposition along with many other
possible problems. This case was a 67-year-old
female who had died of complications of multiple
cerebral infarctions and been refrigerated for
29 days.
First, I removed the decedent from the pouch,
doing an analysis as we were rolling her. This helped
in making the chemical choice. I covered the face
with a sheet of Webril and saturated it with Dis-Spray.
This protects you while you are rolling the decedent.
If you can, have a partner roll the body while you
saturate with Dis-Spray and scrunch the pouch up
underneath the body. Then roll the body back your
way while they spray Dis-Spray and slide the pouch
out from underneath the body. Many times, we do
not have help, so we adapt to make this work on
our own.
Remove any clothing and look for things that
may give you trouble, such as skin slip, dehydration,
discolorations, and signs of decomposition. I removed
the Webril from the face and sprayed the face with
Dis-Spray. You can then use that Webril sheet, if it is
not soiled, to wipe down the face and remove any
debris.
Use your aneurysm hook to help manipulate
the eyes. I like to use a forceps with a little Webril
wrapped around the end to clean out the creases of
the face and get any debris out of the eyelashes. A
disposable mascara brush also works well to clean

and position the lashes and brows. I was seeing
dehydration from refrigeration on the eyes, nose,
cheeks, and lips. The cheeks and nose had the orange
peel look and felt leathery to the touch.
Using positioning blocks is helpful to take
pressure points off the back, aids in keeping the
table clean, and helps access the back to treat the
tissue. I treated the skin slip and sores on the back
with Dryene II Gel. You can apply it with a brush or
a piece of Webril and it stays in position. I treated
a few other problem areas, making sure to look at
the underside of the hands and armpits. Those spots
are not easily noticed. In this case, the decedent had
skin slip in the arm pits and a lot of dehydration
in the hands with a small spot of skin slip on
the palm. Saturating a piece of Webril with
Penetrating Dryene and placing it over the genitals
will help preserve and disinfect while we complete
the embalming.
I like to use a pre-injection in most cases and I did
in this case in hopes of making fewer point injections.
I raised the carotid artery and mixed: 24 oz. Proflow,
8 oz. Restorative, 8 oz. Rectifiant, and enough water
to make one gallon.
Typically, I do not put Restorative in my preinjection, but in this case, with the amount of
dehydration, I had to.
Injecting on a closed arterial system at 10 oz. per
minute, I started to see some distention in the hands
and head. While I was injecting, I went ahead and set
features and shaved, giving the pre-injection a little
time to work. I feel that manipulating the face when
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setting the features helps to get better circulation, too.
Shaving the delicate tissue of the face with a
mixture of half Proflow and half Restorative will
help minimize the chances of damaging the tissue any
further.You can mix that in a bowl or in a bottle with
a sprayer top. I like the sprayer for an easy application.
Either way, apply liberally and begin shaving. Reapply
as needed while shaving. You can use a toothbrush
to clean out your razor if it gets clogged. Using an
aneurysm hook on the inside of the mouth, I can
carefully manipulate the folds of the mouth to aid in
shaving.
I prefer to close the mouth using the needle
injector if I can. In this instance, we had good gums
to work with. Using the aneurysm hook again, I held
the upper and lower lips to make room for the needle
injector barbs. Once the mouth was secure, I topically
treated the dehydration before the arterial injection.
I used small strips of Webril saturated in Restorative
and placed them over the eyes, cheeks, nose, and
mouth where there was obvious dehydration. I placed
the saturated Webril inside the cheeks and lips, too,
and let this soak in while I set the rest of the features.
Using a spatula to apply Kalip to the outside
of the eye cap before inserting will help with
dehydration and on those thin eyelids where the
eye cap may show through. Washing and detangling
the hair now will give that Restorative a little time
to soak in. Using the same solution that we used for
shaving also works well for detangling knotted hair.
Apply liberally and comb with a wide tooth comb.
Continue applying until you get through and follow
up with Prep Soap and rinse well.
I removed the Restorative soaked cotton from
inside the mouth and had to replace it with something.
The ideal choice in this situation is Inr-Seel, using the
heavy compound injector. This enabled me to give
the mouth a more natural appearance and avoided
adding to the dehydration. Using the flat nozzle on
the injector, I layered the Inr-Seel to a natural depth
and then used my fingers to smooth and position
the cheeks and lips. If the nose has gotten crushed
or is crooked, we can also use the heavy compound
injector with the round tip to fill out and correct
it. Taking a piece of Webril with some Kalip behind
each ear lobe will give it a more natural appearance
instead of letting the lobe lay flat.
Once I was satisfied with the features and had
given the pre-injection roughly 15 minutes to work,
I was ready to mix the arterial solution. Introfiant
was my chemical of choice in this instance due to the
refrigeration and decomposition. Also, with this case,
I mixed a stronger solution of 5.5%. The solution
consisted of 16 oz. each of Rectifiant, Restorative,
Proflow, 48 oz. of Introfiant, and 1 oz. of Icterine
Regular and enough warm water to make two
gallons.
I let that mix for a few minutes to evenly
distribute the dyes. After injecting close to a half
gallon, I could see that we had a decent amount of
pressure built up in the system. I opened the vein and
could have used either an angular spring forceps or a
drain tube for drainage. In this case, I used the drain
tube so that I could utilize intermittent drainage. I

saturated the body with Prep Soap and massaged for
better distribution. Intermittently closing off drainage
with the drain tube will help to build up pressure in
the circulatory system. With the amount of time the
body spent in the cooler and the length of time from
death to embalming, I knew it was likely going to be
a multipoint injection. I like to stop injecting when
I’ve got roughly a ½ gallon left of this mix and inject
the right side of the head. I wanted to make sure that
both sides of the face had been embalmed with the
same mix to ensure even color distribution.
The second injection was mixed at 5.5% and
consisted of 24 oz. of Introfiant, 16 oz. each of
Proflow and Rectifiant, and enough warm water to
make one gallon.
I raised both axilla and radials and injected
this solution. I could see and feel that I had gotten
distribution throughout the body after injecting
roughly ¾ of the gallon.
Using forceps, I saturate some Webril with
Basic Dryene or Dryene II and like to swab out all
the incisions to cauterize and dry them out before
suturing. Aspirating the abdominal cavity in a fan
motion, being sure to get up into the neck and carotid
incision. I also like to always aspirate the nasal cavity
too, just in case.
Suturing the incision about halfway and then
filling with incision powder helps keep the powder a
little more contained for a messy person like myself.
I then like to take that heavy compound injector again
with the flat tip and put a layer of Inr-Seel over the
top of the powder before suturing it up. The Inr-Seel
will prevent the powder from drying out the incision
and giving you that leathery look that we sometimes
get the next day. I could also use Aron Alpha to seal
that up without having to suture and it’s also easy to
hide. The Dryene will have dried the incision out, so
the glue will hold easily.
For cavity injection, I used 32 oz. of Halt Cavity,
distributed throughout the cavity. I used the Halt
because of the chance of bacterial issues. She was not
purging but did have some gas in the abdomen, so I
eliminated that issue before it started.
With the multipoint injection, I was able to get
good distribution and fixation of the tissue. I took
my Restorative and sprayed a thin layer on the face
before applying the massage cream. This helped keep
the face from dehydrating further and restored some
of the natural plumpness of the face.
After setting overnight, she continued to firm
up well and the dyes of the Introfiant had penetrated
the tissue and she was much easier to cosmetize and
dress. There were no further signs of decomposition
and the odor that was present during embalmingg
had dissipated.

For cavity
injection, I used
32 oz. of Halt
Cavity, distributed
throughout the
cavity. I used the
Halt because of
the chance of
bacterial issues.

Tawnia has been a licensed funeral director and
embalmer since 2001. Since 2017 she has served
as a Dodge representative, covering parts of
Iowa, Nebraska, and parts of the Dakotas.
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I used small
strips of Webril
saturated in
Restorative and
placed them over
the eyes, cheeks,
nose, and mouth
where there
was obvious
dehydration.
I placed the
saturated Webril
inside the cheeks
and lips, too.
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The Challenge of Tremendous
Weight Loss

By Randy Rogalsky, CFSP, MBIE

Was it because
she was a family
member that I
incorporated
every single
method I had
learned over the
years into her
treatment, or was
it something that
all of us should
do for every
single person
that we receive in
such a condition?

My mother-in-law always said, “It isn’t death I’m
afraid of, it is the getting there.” She was a petite
woman and always drank the water from the steamed
vegetables. Broccoli was her favorite. “Don’t you
dare throw that out,” she would say. She would
drink it after dinner. She lived to be 94 and had it not
been for her broken hip and some complications, she
likely would have lived much longer. This is how life
takes turns.
Grandpa was diagnosed with lung cancer while
we were at a Dodge Seminar and the diagnosis
brought his spirits down to such a low degree that he
lost interest in eating. After they started the radiation
treatments to curtail the spread of cancer, he lost
interest in life. The treatment burned his trachea and
wasn’t effective. He was gone in a matter of three
months. He lived a great long life and worked well
past retirement age to 88 when the cancer moved
in and took its devastating toll. He must have lost
40-50 pounds in the months he was in palliative care.
It is these personal experiences sitting in a hospital
with one of our own loved ones that teaches us what
countless other families go through as their family
member withers away with an illness, and a total loss
of appetite and no desire to live through it.
It isn’t uncommon to see someone lose most of
their body fat/weight, leaving them in a condition
where there is basically skin over bone. It is not the
way any of us want to go, but as embalmers and
funeral directors we see this so often. We see our
share of people who die with an extra 50 pounds
of edematous liquid in their bodies, and we see
jaundice, and we see trauma and tissue gas, and the
list is endless. But emaciation is one of the most
common situations we deal with.
Many years ago I was asked by my sister’s
husband if I would embalm his mom who had
died after years of struggling to defeat cancer. It

was a winter day close to Christmas and there was
a blizzard in progress. I received a call from the
arranging director of a wonderful customer of ours,
as my sister and brother-in-law and his siblings were
making arrangements. I simply had to accept the
invitation. Our entire family knew what I did for
a living, and I felt privileged to be asked. I knew
her from weddings and other family gatherings,
but hadn’t seen her for years as she struggled with
repeated bouts of cancer. But a good memory of
how she looked and some family photographs were
all I really needed to commence with the necessary
work. And this goes for anybody we take care of.
Even if you don’t know the person, which in most
cases you don’t, photographs, and lots of them are
necessary.
I had heard all about how she managed to live
as long as she did, her hair long gone from endless
rounds of chemotherapy. She beat it, then it came
back, and it went on for years, quite the valiant
battle. She was, as the saying goes, “skin and bones.”
Was it because she was a family member that I
incorporated every single method I had learned over
the years into her treatment, or was it something
that all of us should do for every single person that
we receive in such a condition? The work is time
consuming, but the end results, after embalming
and restorative art and a custom-made wig, gave my
sister and her family a memory for which they were
forever grateful. I remember telling my brother-inlaw, who had four siblings, that I could make their
mom look just like she was before she got sick, but
without a good wig, she would look fine, but a scarf
just wasn’t going to provide the optimum result.
I was pleasantly surprised to see that they went out
and acquired a nice wig just like her normal hair.
I know that isn’t possible everywhere, but it was the
magical finishing touch in her case.
continued on page 8
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continued from page 6

I made sure I
put some purple
shading on
the margins
of her eyelids
and below her
eyebrows to
recreate some
shadowing. Much
of what we do in
cosmetics is an
optical illusion
if you haven’t
heard it framed
that way.

Emaciation
needs far more
attention than it
often gets. It is
not enough to just
make sure the
mouth is closed
and the eyelids
close. This is a
true art and it is
learnable and it
is achievable.
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When I got to the funeral home, she was
already on the table. I brought with me everything
I thought I would need to get phase one of the work
done. I had an intern helping me because I wasn’t
familiar with their preparation room. After getting
the basic topical applications completed and her
mouth closed, I used the heavy compound injector
and applied a significant amount of Inr-Seel into her
mouth in order to create a basis for which to build
her face out with Feature Builder later on. I was
also able to create a very pleasant smile. Although
it appeared as though she had lumps in her cheeks,
the idea behind this was to feature build around
that in phase two of my work.
I then closed her deeply sunken eyes and applied
Kalip Stay Cream to the margins of her eyelids,
with more work to follow after embalming. I made
sure that the eyelashes were aligned properly. It is
important to understand that if they aren’t aligned
properly before injection, you will likely never get
them to be aligned afterwards because of the way the
embalming chemicals set the eyelash follicles.
I applied a liberal coating of Kalon Massage
Cream to her face and her thin hands. This was
rapidly absorbed and another coat was applied.
The intern nearly fainted when I mixed up the
solution of two bottles of Plasdopake, three bottles
of Metaflow, three bottles of Rectifiant and three,
yes three, bottles of Restorative.
“You’re using all of those chemicals on such a
little person?”
“You’ll see how this turns out when we are
finished,” I responded.
I added the warmest water I could get out of
the tap to bring the solution up to 2.5 gallons in an
embalming machine that fortunately had pulse and a
pump that was capable of 60 psi. I explained to him
that with a person that has lost all of their weight, we
need to inject as much moisture back into the tissues
as possible along with the necessary preservative
chemicals and other chemicals that would assist with
circulation.
The goal was to not only accomplish good
preservation but to rehydrate her tissue as well.
You really can’t use too much Restorative when
it comes to a case like this. I have people that ask
me if they should use two or three ounces and I
always tell them that if they want to see a notable
difference in the result, use “lots.” The end result
after embalming was that her emaciated eyelids
and her emaciated lips rounded out beautifully, to
use that term professionally as an embalmer. Her
fingers rounded out nicely, too. I applied more
Kalon Massage Cream when I was finished with
the aspirating.
She was subsequently moved to another facility
closer to where the visiting and funeral would be
held, about 30 miles away.
Two days later I arrived at that facility with two
bottles of Feature Builder and a couple of new sharp
hypodermic needles and a glass syringe, and that was
when the real “fussy work” started. I also brought my
own Complete Cosmetician Kit with a few extras
like Kalochrome Cream Purple and Kalochrome

Cream Black.
Rather than attempting to feature build her
sunken eyes, I chose a method that I had seen when
I was working with some of my seminar teachers in
the past. I took a semi-sharp dissecting forceps and
I disconnected the connective tissue between the
upper eyelid and the eyebrow. This is an amazing
technique to restore sunken eyes, and as tricky as it
sounds, you can do it, and it is a far better technique
than trying to feature build sunken eyes. I also did
a similar procedure on her lower eyelids, but to a
lesser degree. After you disconnect the little fibrous
filaments that are there so you can “blink,” you
simply put a little bit of Inr-Seel above and below
the eyelids to restore them to a suitable contour.
That procedure is almost an article unto itself but if
you ever saw it done, you’d go, “Wow, why didn’t I
know about that?”
So I started with the eyes and worked my way
around the rest of her face, piece by piece. I’m not
going to get into entry points and all of the technical
parts of feature building. All I can say is stay high
with your entry point and you will not end up with
gravitational leakage of the Feature Builder.
Her temples were restored and I worked my
way down her face adding Feature Builder to restore
a suitable contour to her cheeks and all of the hollows
created from the weight loss. I made my way down
to restoring her chin and reducing the bony edges,
paying particular attention to the hollow indentation
under her chin. I injected a substantial amount of
Feature Builder below her chin towards her neck.
During all of this feature building injection, I
tried not to lose sight of how important it is to not
over-do it. You have the ability to turn somebody
into someone else and you don’t want to do that.
Incidentally, I used Feature Builder REGULAR, not
the “firming” version as there are other applications
for the firming that I did not need to incorporate
on her. But back to technique, you need to keep
perspective and refer to photographs. The fact I
knew her helped tremendously, but I still had several
blown-up photographs to go by. I spent the last
15 minutes plumping out her fingers with Feature
Builder. I injected the tops of her hands and each
knuckle to remove the bony edges. It is important to
treat the hands in a similar fashion as we treat the face
as the hands are often the first part of their loved one
that they go to and put their own hands on. We all
know this, so it is important that equal attention be
applied to hands with feature building and cosmetics.
After getting her dressed, there was little
cosmetic work required. She wasn’t one to use a
heavy foundation, and there wasn’t any bruising or
abnormal discolorations, so I kept the cosmetics light
and natural. More than anything else, I paid attention
to putting the warm color where it belongs. I put an
ample amount of warm color on her eyelids and I
made sure I put some purple shading on the margins
of her eyelids and below her eyebrows to recreate
some shadowing. Much of what we do in cosmetics
is an optical illusion if you haven’t heard it framed
that way. She was really looking remarkable and I
was thrilled with the progress I was making.
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After getting the clothing padded out with
cotton to fill out the shoulders and the tummy and
the torso, she was ready to have her wig put on.
It had been meticulously styled, and I fussed with
that for a long time after she was in the casket, and
honestly I stood back and was so pleased with how
she turned out. When you are doing this work for
your own family, the pressure might seem a bit
overwhelming, but we need to do it. We should
always desire to do this for every family we serve.
Just think how relieved they will feel when they
see their family member looking at least close to
how they looked before they got sick. Of course,
this case was a woman, but the same thing goes
for men, although the hair aspect may take a
different turn.
Emaciation needs far more attention than it
often gets. It is not enough to just make sure the
mouth is closed and the eyelids close. This is a true
art and it is learnable and it is achievable. The pride
that you feel when the family comes in and is amazed
at what you have done is just impossible to explain.
My brother-in-law and his family couldn’t believe
it. Unfortunately, because of distance and weather,
we were not able to be there for the visitation and
the funeral, but I sure did get some nice phone calls.
Some of the interns and embalmers were able to join
me and watch what I was doing so that they could see

some of these techniques. I am always happy when I
can share some knowledge and new techniques with
people.
Yes, it took two full bottles of Feature Builder
and three bottles of Restorative so that the Feature
Builder would have some moisture to react with
under the skin. But it can be done, and I hope that
everyone reading this will be inspired to use Feature
Builder. It is a miracle chemical, and it can bring
back lifelike appearance, and bring back weight, and
present a beautiful remaining memory before saying
that final goodbye.
Perhaps in subsequent articles, I will be able to
address some of the finer aspects of feature building,
entry points, and injection techniques, but emaciation
does not need to be a cause for a closed casket. It may
well take, however, a time consuming and detailed
series of procedures. In my estimation, it is one of
the most artistic elements of being an embalmer
and we need to bring that art back to embalmers
everywhere. Thanks everyone for reading.
Randy has been with The Dodge Company
Canada since 1988 and President of Dodge
(Canada) since 1994. He is a licensed embalmer
and funeral director.

Photo courtesy of Kathy Watkins
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Tubing Used in the
Embalming Room
By Dennis Daulton

Soiled tubing has
always troubled
me. If the tubing
is soiled, what
else in the room
has also been
neglected?
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In a previous article we included a chart to assist
you when ordering trocar points for your trocars
(See “Trocars and Trocar Points,” 2020 Spring edition).
Ordering tubing, also referred to as hoses, can also
be somewhat of a challenge.
I, too, ordered tubing incorrectly long before
I joined Dodge. Now that I have assisted many
customers over the years, either when they called
to order or to re-order correctly, I thought it might
be helpful if an article was written to make this
process a little easier for everyone.
Whomever you buy your embalming supplies
from, whether from Dodge or one of our colleagues
in the funeral supply field, purchase tubing only
from one of us and not from a hardware store or
a discount supply store. The tubing they offer,
especially if used for aspiration, usually will collapse
or be too stiff to be usable. You’ll only be wasting
your time and money, and you will also become
very frustrated.

The chart, on the next page, is self-explanatory.
However, if you have any questions never hesitate
to contact your Dodge rep or our customer service
department for assistance. Here are some additional
thoughts I have about tubing:
1. To protect your health, periodically change
your tubing, especially when it becomes
soiled. You can disinfect the inside of your
aspiration tubing by suctioning out the cold
sterilant Wavicide from your disinfecting tray
before discarding. Let it sit in the tubing for at
least one hour. Wipe the outside of the tubing
using a disinfectant spray or disinfectant wipe
after each use. The only way I know how to
remove loose fecal matter on the inside is to
back flush with hot water.
2. In a previous article I mentioned that the
aspiration tubing connected to your hydro
aspirator should never be used in the reverse
to wash the body, the table, or to add water to
the embalming machine reservoir. The inside
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Quick Reference Tubing Chart
USE

CAT. #

LENGTH

TYPE

SIZE

Arterial Injection –Small Bore

761818

5’

Rubber Amber

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

Arterial Injection – Small Bore

761819

10’

Rubber Amber

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

Arterial Injection – Small Bore

761820

15’

Rubber Amber

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

Arterial Injection – Small Bore

761858

Sold per foot

Rubber Black

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

Arterial Injection – Small bore

761924

Sold per foot

Clear Vinyl

ID 1/4” — Wall 1/16”

Arterial Injection - Standard

761932

Sold per foot

Clear Vinyl

ID 5/16” — Wall 1/16”

Arterial Injection – Standard

761826

5’

Rubber Amber

ID 1/4” — Wall 1/8”

Arterial Injection – Standard

761827

10’

Rubber Amber

ID 1/4” — Wall 1/8”

Arterial Injection – Standard

761828

15’

Rubber Amber

ID 1/4” — Wall 1/8”

Arterial Injection – Standard

761866

Sold per foot

Rubber Black

ID 1/4” — Wall 1/8”

Aspiration

761842

5’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 3/16”

Aspiration

761843

10’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 3/16”

Aspiration

761844

15’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 3/16”

Aspiration - for Dodge Electric Aspirator

761940

Sold per foot

Clear Vinyl

ID 3/8” — Wall 1/8”

(Suction or Discharge)

761842; 843; 844

5’; 10’;15’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 3/16”

Aspiration – *Drainage; Cavity Injection

761940

Sold per foot

Clear Vinyl

ID 3/8” — Wall 1/8”

Cavity Injection - Drainage;
Duotronic Embalming Machine

761834

5’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 1/8”

Cavity Injection - Drainage;
Duotronic Embalming Machine

761835

10’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 1/8”

Cavity Injection - Drainage;
Duotronic Embalming Machine

761836

15’

Rubber Amber

ID 5/16” — Wall 1/8”

Dodge Electric Aspirator
Internal Pump Tubing

924340

Each

Rubber Black w/ Fittings

—

Each

Metal Screw-Type
Hose Clamp

—

761929

Sold per foot

Clear Vinyl

ID 1 ½” — Wall 2”

761890

Sold per foot

Rubber Black with
reinforced braided
synthetic fabric

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

Rubber Black with
reinforced braided
synthetic fabric

ID 3/16” — Wall 3/32”

(For installation
instructions, see video
on our website)

Embalming Table Drain Clamp for Tubing

761930
(Used with 761929)

Embalming Table Drain Tubing
High Pressure Tubing

(Fits all Ferno-Washington
Embalming Tables)

(Note: Used for Mark V and
PE-10 Embalming Machines)

High Pressure Tubing with Fittings

924322

10’ Section

(Note: Used for Dodge Embalming Machines)

Penrose Splash Tubing – for embalming table 709139
Splash Tubing – from bottom of Hydro
Aspirator into the sink

Pkg/5

761957

Sold per foot

Thin Rubber Amber

18” long — 1” wide

(Similar to a 6 mil latex glove)

(Cut length as needed)

Clear Vinyl

ID 3/4” — Wall 1/8”

(If using a rim-flush sink, push the tubing into the drain
as far as possible to prevent splashing and bubbling.)

*Drainage – Tubing that slips onto a drain tube which will direct the drainage further away from the embalmer.
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We never know
who will enter
our embalming
room, the most
sacred area
in the funeral
home.

Saturday morning at the bedside of their mother
who had died unexpectedly at a local nursing
home. She was there as a short-term rehab patient.
I did not know they would be there waiting for
me. Always be dressed appropriately, in a manner
which your culture and environment dictates.
Arrive with clean and presentable equipment. We
never know who will be there to greet us and who
will be watching our every move.
One daughter requested that I not cover
her mother’s face while taking her to our service
vehicle. She also stated, in a polite but forceful
manner, that she and her sister would ride with
me to the funeral home to see where their mother
would be cared for.
Although this was an unusual request, I obliged
without any question, hesitation, or any quizzical or
negative facial expressions. Having been raised in a
home with two older sisters I learned early on when
never to exhibit the latter. It was somewhat of an
awkward ride to the funeral home, due to only two
seats in the front (not to mention illegal), but we
made it and we shared a few laughs along the way.
Our friendship was quickly beginning to bond.
Upon arrival we wheeled the cot into the
embalming room, and then went directly to the
conference room to make the funeral arrangements
as they had requested. Before leaving the embalming
room I watched as their eyes glanced around the
room. All hoses were clean, as well as everything
else.
This was a memorable death call for me. These
daughters were raised by a single mother who had
worked several jobs to provide for them. One
daughter stated, “Our mother gave us love, a home,
food, and an education. We didn’t need anything
else.” They in turn were devoted to her. When it
was time to go to the cemetery both daughters got
into the front seat of the hearse with me. It struck
me that they were tending to her as she once did
to them.
More than twenty-five years have now passed
and I occasionally see these daughters in town. They
smile. Words are not always necessary because we
experienced something special together. A family
gives us their loved one, and we give them back so
that they can say goodbye. Only we can do this.
Stories like this are what have endeared us to so
many families. We all have had similar experiences.
Finally, a colleague shared with me that he had
once called his plumber to do some minor repairs
in his embalming room. After having done what
was needed to be done, the plumber paused and
looked around the room. As his eyes fell upon the
clear aspiration tubing he quietly said, “And this is
where my father was cared for.” With a reassuring
smile my colleague simply shook his head in the
affirmative. The embalming room was and is
spotless. There was nothing to be concerned about
or ashamed of.
We never know who will enter our embalming
room, the most sacred area in the funeral home.
For those who do, it must be clean…including
the tubing.

is contaminated after its first use for aspiration.
If you do not have a Water Control Unit or
a separate water line to use to correctly
accomplish the aforementioned, your plumber
can tap into a cold water line and install a
spigot with male threads. Screw on our Faucet
Adapter #701094 (thread to slip hub) and
connect your tubing. Secure the tubing with a
screw-type hose clamp which you can purchase
at a hardware store. Some chose to utilize a
mixing valve connected to their hot and cold
water lines.
3. Most embalmers use a stopcock to connect
arterial tubes to their injection hose. If you
use a slip-on stopcock, or only a slip-on
arterial tube, we suggest you use a screwtype hose clamp to secure either of these to
the injection tubing. This will prevent you
from being splashed with chemicals if either
the stopcock or arterial tube (cannula) slips off
under pressure. Another alternative would be
to occasionally cut an inch or so off the end of
the injection hose since it becomes stretched
over time. In a pinch I’ve even taken suture
thread and tied it around the hose to prevent
the arterial tube or stopcock from coming off.
4. I prefer clear tubing for aspiration so that I
see what is coming out, and rubber tubing to
wash the body and to fill the tank because it is
more flexible. Soiled tubing, especially when
it is visible on the inside of the clear tubing
(Tygon), has always troubled me. If the tubing
is soiled, what else in the room has also been
neglected?
Over the years I recall more than a few
families who came into the funeral home to make
arrangements and immediately insisted upon seeing
their loved one. They had that right. These were all
sudden deaths and the bodies had been embalmed.
These family members needed “to see to believe”
before they could emotionally continue any further.
After briefly explaining what they would
encounter, and the environment and condition of
their loved one, I escorted them to the embalming
room. On every occasion I watched as those faroff looks of disbelief vanish after they had viewed
the deceased. I also observed their eyes as they
looked around the room. If at all possible, place
the deceased on a dressing table, drape them, and
move them into an area where they are not in the
preparation room.
This may not be applicable to everyone, but
unless they are seen, the dead never feel dead,
especially on those sudden and tragic deaths. They
seem to have simply disappeared. Those in grief
then wait a lifetime for their return…to see them
walk through the doorway once again.
I recall the two daughters who greeted me one
Dennis became a licensed funeral director and
embalmer in 1971. He joined the Dodge Company
in 1985. He currently covers northeastern
Massachusetts as a sales representative for Dodge.
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The Future Is Very Much in Our Hands!
By Ben Whitworth, Dip FD, LMBIFD, MBIE, MEAE, MNZEA

We also suffer
from a collection
of home spun
experts, who
state that
traditional
funerals are not
needed and the
bereaved are far
better off with
the deceased
being disposed
of as quickly as
possible with a
lack of service,
ceremony, or fuss.
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Isn’t it always the way? Just as you’re about to sit down
to dinner, the phone rings! Thankfully I don’t cover
out of hours anymore as those days are long behind
me. I do, however, get the occasional out of hours
call for technical advice or to ask if I can take care of
an embalming. This was an embalming call. A young
gentleman had died of suicide and his family wanted
to see him when he was released from the Coroner.
Nothing out of the ordinary so far, but this story has an
unusual twist.
Prior to his suicide, the young man in question
had prearranged his funeral with a direct cremation
provider. Arrangements made and payment taken, the
following day he took his life. The family reached out
to the provider and asked when they could see their
boy. The response was simple: “We don’t do that here.”
When they pushed further, the family was told
that the provider offers simple, cheap cremations and
do not have facilities for viewings or anything like that.
This was a family that had previously been served by
the funeral home that I embalm for and they had no
hesitation in picking up the phone and asking for help.
I agreed with the owner of the funeral home
that when he was released from the Coroner, I would
embalm and dress the lad so that his family could
use our facilities for a viewing. We then spoke to the
cremation providers and asked them to send over a
coffin, into which we could place the young gentleman
for a viewing. Everyone seemed happy with this plan.
However, as I sat there, I felt livid! Here we were, with
a family in such a challenging and upsetting time and
they were facing such a challenge to be able to see their
son. Talk about a black eye for funeral service!!
Direct Cremation is growing in the UK. There
are adverts for it all the time! National companies
are offering to service any part of the UK and more
and more funeral directors are offering very basic,
unattended funerals. This concerns me because, not
to put too fine a point on it, it feels like a race to the
bottom. We also suffer from a collection of home spun
experts, who state that traditional funerals are not
needed and the bereaved are far better off with the
deceased being disposed of as quickly as possible with
a lack of service, ceremony, or fuss. Further, these are
the same experts who cry out that embalming is not
necessary or required and is simply done to increase the
funeral director’s overall charges and profit margins. I
don’t know about you, but I find this quite insulting.
I have been privileged to deliver numerous
training and education sessions over the last few years
and these have ranged from practical demonstrations
and hands on workshops to theoretical seminars. Many
of these I have done in conjunction with colleague and
friend Craig Caldwell and we always try to reinforce
the same point during these events. That point is that
we need to assess and fulfill the needs and expectations
of the bereaved family. Did this family expect to be told
that they couldn’t see their boy following his death? Did
they expect to have to contact a separate funeral service
provider to enable them to have a viewing? I would

suggest the answer to both questions is no!
What I do ponder is this: is the failure of funeral
service to address the needs and expectations of the
bereaved leading to an increase in direct and unattended
cremations? Are families more likely to think about the
point of spending money on a traditional funeral service
when it fails to address what they need or expect?
Many years ago, I was given the opportunity to
visit North Carolina and observe funeral practices and
customs. As part of this trip, I also traveled through
Virginia and Washington, D.C. and was invited to
address several groups of funeral directors to talk
about similarities and differences in our undertakings
(Yes, I did intend that pun!). One thing that surprised
me was the different emphasis between a funeral and a
cremation. How many billboards did I see promoting
such and such funeral home and crematory? How many
businesses advertised funerals and cremations?
The distinction surprised me because in the UK
cremation is very common. Currently around 78% of
all funerals end with a cremation and we may have a
funeral that includes a private viewing, a church service,
and then a family committal at the crematorium. Our
crematoria all have chapels where funeral services can
take place and large facilities may have two or three
chapels with services running simultaneously. We have
a funeral that ends with either a burial or a cremation,
not a funeral or a cremation.
Customs and practice to one side, let us look at the
financial impact of direct and unattended cremations.
How much is invested in an established and well-run
funeral home? The first thing I do when asked about the
cost of funerals by a member of the public, is explain
the costs involved in operating the business.The cost of
vehicles, facilities, stock, consumables, business rates,
insurance, wages, utilities and other expenses all add
up, and that is without any funerals coming through the
door. How many direct or unattended cremations must
we do to cover these costs, compared with complete
bespoke funeral services? Sometimes less is more!
I ask these questions and pose these points because,
in the initial story, the cremation provider in question
is not a funeral director as such, but solely a cremation
provider. They provide a collection service all over the
country and paperwork is completed over the phone,
by email, and using the postal service. Have we, as the
custodians of our profession, allowed this method of
direct disposition to become the new normal, because
of the bad experiences of the bereaved? If the needs
and expectations of the bereaved are not properly and
completely met, will they not question the value of a
traditional funeral service?
Social media is allowing people around the world
to stay in touch 24 hours a day. It is also a platform for
people to express how they are feeling and share their
experiences. How frequently do we see a post from
someone who is dissatisfied with something broadcast
it? Logging on to YouTube the other day, I did various
searches for funeral and embalming related topics.
There is an enormous number of videos covering all
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aspects of the profession as well as autopsies. I was
so surprised to find I could actually watch someone’s
autopsy with a clinician giving a verbal account of the
pathologist’s findings as the dissection was underway.
Now, I must say that some of the videos were good
and informative, yet others made me ask questions of
our profession and the supposed professionals! In one
video a funeral director/embalmer was talking about
whether the deceased is buried with their organs
in place. The person explained about natural deaths
versus those referred to the medical examiner or
Coroner, collecting the autopsied body, and receiving
the viscera back in a separate bag. They continued to
say that in their opinion returning the organs back to
the body was too much trouble during embalming and
that they might drop them off at the crematory to be
cremated. It is videos like this and others that will lead
our communities to question our value, our worth, and
our integrity, and then maybe, just maybe, opt for the
direct or unattended cremation.
I belong to various embalming related groups on
various social medical platforms. They are useful in
many regards and I have, over time, picked up some
good hints and tips for various challenges, as well as
trying to offer one or two myself. However, again, I do
sometimes despair when I hear some of what is going
on. A shipping case where the embalmer has left various
IV lines and cannulae in place post embalming. Cases
where insufficient fluid was used, and the case is leaking
or decomposing before a viewing or funeral service can
take place. The case where no plastic garments were
used, and caskets had to be changed owing to leakage.
These are all black eyes for our profession.
We have the opportunity to shape funeral service
for the better. To be the experts in our community and
show the true benefits of a traditional funeral service,
with the deceased present! “The future is very much in
our hands!”
Going back to the young lad who had committed
suicide, it was some 14 days after his death that he was
released by the coroner into my care. Decomposition
was evident all over the body with green discoloration
up into the neck and the cheeks. There was a strong
odor of decomposition and bloody leakage from the
cranial incision of the autopsy. The fingertips were
stained but also very dehydrated. I was told the family
wished to visit daily up until the cremation took place.
With every autopsy case now, I always use Halt
GX. It is a wise insurance and with some autopsy
facilities not using fresh instruments or cleaning
instruments between cases, it helps to overcome risk
of tissue gas occurring. I decided on a strong arterial
solution of Regal 30. I mixed 1.5 liters of Regal 30
with equal amounts of Proflow and Rectifiant and
500mls of Halt GX.Water was added to make 10 liters
of arterial solution. The solution had a final index of
4.5%. Owing to the dehydration in the fingertips, I
decided I would embalm the lower limbs first, then
the head and then adjust the solution to treat the arms
and hands. For the injection of the arms and hands, I
added 500mls of Restorative to the last four liters of
solution and this helped to rehydrate and preserve the
hands. With the challenges we face today, it is wise to
be constantly assessing how the body is receiving the
arterial fluid and make adjustments as needed to the
arterial solution.
The Halt GX really helped to dry up and firm

the facial tissues, stabilizing them for a light cosmetic
application. As a note of caution when using Halt GX
for the head of an autopsied case, I always pose the
features first and as soon as the injection of the head
is completed, I reconstruct the cranial vault, treat the
tissues of the scalp with Dryene II Gel, and then suture
the cranial incision closed using a ‘worm’ suture and a
good quantity of Q-S Powder as I go.
With regards to the dehydration in the hands,
I have found when working with medical schools
that sometimes dissected tissue will dry out when
exposed to ambient air for long periods of time. We
have overcome this by soaking such tissue in a solution
that contains one part each of Proflow, Metaflow,
Restorative, Rectifiant, and six parts water. In this case,
I mixed up this solution, applied oversized nitrile gloves
to the deceased and then filled them with this solution
pre-embalming. By taping the gloves in place for a
couple of hours, prior to as well as during embalming
(removing during the injection of the arms), the
dehydrated fingertips were re-hydrated, and a natural
appearance achieved.
The trunk walls of the deceased were treated
hypodermically with the same arterial solution
followed by a liberal application of Viscerock FF before
the bagged viscera were replaced. The viscera were
removed from the original bag, rinsed, and clipped
before being placed into a new viscera bag (I hate the
use of clinical waste bags or black garbage bags for
this purpose) with 500mls of Permacav 50 for added
security. The trunk incision was closed using a worm
suture, which was further sealed with an application
of liquid Perma Seel. The worm suture lays flat and is
easy to cover with wax or EasyWay, if needed, and also
offers a good watertight seal.With the sutured incision
lying flat, it is less likely to be felt under clothing
should a mourner place their hand over the chest of
the deceased.
Using Light Flesh Softouch to form a base and
some Kalochrome Cream applied lightly to form
a translucent finish, the young gentleman looked
perfectly at rest and was viewed many times by his
family over the following two week period before
being cremated. This allowed the family time to accept
what had happened, say those things they needed to
say, and, ultimately, say goodbye, moving forward with
their lives.
I was pleased to be able to help this family in such
a difficult circumstance. I know they took comfort in
viewing the young man and being given time to grieve
as they needed. I also know that they now had a greater
appreciation for the value of traditional funeral services
and viewing. In the future, when they next have a
bereavement, I know that they will come back to us,
but this story could have ended very differently.
As I said earlier, “The future is very much in
our hands!”

With every
autopsy case
now, I always
use Halt GX. It is
a wise insurance
and it helps to
overcome risk
of tissue gas
occurring.

Ben is a Sales Consultant with The MazWell
Group Ltd. His time is split between visiting
customers across the UK and in the office
where he assists with technical enquiries. An
active funeral director and embalmer, Ben is
an accredited Tutor of the British Institute of
Embalmers and writes for several professional
journals across the world.
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Helping an Apprentice Become
a Skilled Embalmer
By Tom Sherman

opportunity to hear the good and the bad of what’s
going on in different areas. Some of these issues can
be regional, but some of them seem to be universal.
One thing I often hear is how hard it is to find a good
embalmer. I see people try for months and months
and still not have any success.
I want to be clear that I am not saying there
aren’t great embalmers out there. I’m saying
they already have their places and there aren’t as
many new people coming up to be hired. I could
wax philosophical all day long about the nature of
funeral service and why good embalmers are the
foundation of our profession, but instead I am going
to focus on the methods and means of nurturing
a new talent in order that we get back to having an
abundance of skilled practitioners in the work force.
The art of embalming and, yes, I do call it an
art, is developed in the prep room. It takes time and
practice and repetition to learn it. The schools can,
and do, a great job of teaching the philosophy and the
techniques of what happens in the prep room, but,
with only the few cases that can be done in school,
the vast majority of practice takes place in the funeral
home.
But what happens if the new graduate can’t find a
prep room to learn in? Or winds up somewhere that
wants to just sign the cases but not take the time to
really teach? The answer is simple. They give up and
focus on the FD side since that is where they get
more help and experience. The next question is, what
happens when no one gets to grow their passion in
the prep room? The unfortunate answer is there will
be no more great, passionate embalmers. So what can
we do to prevent this? How can we inspire the next
generation of embalmers to be great? Casket sales
and funeral cars are great, but there are no caskets
to sell if the families no longer want people in them.
When working with an apprentice there are
three words that matter more than any other. First is
Patience. Embalming is hard, embalming well is even
harder. You may be a great embalmer, but you didn’t
start out that way. Someone had to be patient with you
and show you. And what if they hadn’t been patient
with you? What if they were brusque, or rude, or

“I’m going to go outside and make this phone call.
When I’m done, if you haven’t found the femoral, I’ll
help you. In the meantime, just be patient and work
on it without me breathing down your neck.”
A little less than ten minutes later I walked back
in and she was working hard, sweating, not swearing
but close to it, and still hadn’t found the artery.
“Here let me show you. I can feel it right here.”
“No!” she said,“I can do this. I just need more time.”
“OK, but I am going to tell you that you are
too far medial, you’re working past it. Try working
back toward yourself. I’m going to go back out.”
About five minutes later I came back in, and no, she
still hadn’t gotten it. I asked again, “Do you want me to
show it to you?” and again she declined. She was going
to find it herself. I touched the artery again and this time
offered, “Try standing over here. Sometimes you need
to change your vantage point, especially on a deceased
like this one with such big legs making it harder.”
This time I just stepped away and started on some
paperwork at the desk, so I was in the room when I
heard: “YES! I GOT IT!”
I walked over and saw that she had indeed found
what turned out to be a rather small femoral artery in
a rather large leg. Through the sweat and behind the
face shield her expression showed a sense of triumph
and satisfaction that can’t be attained when someone
just does it for you.
All told this particular case wound up taking
about an hour longer than if I’d been working by myself
that night. The next one we do together, though, will
only take about 40 minutes longer because she got the
practice. And the next one less time, and the next one
even less, until we are able to do it faster than if I were
by myself because I have a competent, talented, and
passionate embalmer to work with.
This is what makes it worth the extra
minutes and the occasional frustration of
knowing you can do the thing in 10 seconds but
forcing yourself to hold back for 20 minutes.
This article is about working with apprentices, or
interns, depending on where you are. As I visit funeral
homes all across the western half of Texas, I get the

What happens
when no one
gets to grow
their passion in
the prep room?
The unfortunate
answer is there
will be no more
great, passionate
embalmers. So
what can we do
to prevent this?

continued on page 20
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not only does
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open lines of
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enthusiasm on
their part.
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rushed, at the time you wished they had been patient.
No one walks into a prep room equipped to
raise every vessel in a minute flat, fix every problem
that arises, mix the perfect chemical concoction, set
mouths and eyes and then reset them when they get
messed up. It can be difficult to remember this when
you can see a carotid artery from where you stand, but
you have to watch someone inexperienced struggle to
find it.This is even harder when it’s late, you’re hungry,
you have plans to attend to, and you know it could be
done faster if you just stepped in and took over. This
is when we have to cling to the belief that the time
we take now will pay dividends down the line when
that apprentice has been given the chance to gain the
skills to be able to do this without you there at all!
The second word on that list is Communication.
Now I don’t mean tell them what to do and it’s
communicated. I mean full on back and forth, open
lines. Everyone expresses themselves differently and
everyone receives information differently. It can take
time when working with someone new to learn how
to effectively give and receive information. The more
consistently you openly communicate, the faster you
will learn each other’s styles.
For instance, there are some people to whom I
can say, “It’s on the outside of that muscle,” and they
will instantly take my meaning to be lateral from the
particular muscle you can’t even see in the incision.
There are some people that I would need to stop and
point and say, “Put your hand here and move it toward
yourself until you feel this.” And there are some people
who I just need to grab their hand and put it in the
spot I’m trying to describe. None of these are bad
things! They’re just different. It does zero good to get
frustrated when someone doesn’t take your meaning
(Patience) right away. It does 100% good to have enough
interactions and communications so I can learn what
the right method is for them, and for them to learn
MY meaning. In time it becomes a dance where instead
of stepping on your partner’s toes you move as one.
The last of the big three words is Enthusiasm.
It sounds strange to use that word when discussing
care of the deceased, but for nurturing passion and
talent it is especially important. Even the absolute
best, most experienced embalmer is going to run into
problems and frustrations from time to time, and the
novice embalmer is going to run into problems and
frustrations every time for a while. Teaching how to
overcome those problems and celebrating the success
when one does is what will develop the passion instead
of burying it.
Enthusiasm can also spark a passion that didn’t
exist to begin with.We have all had apprentices getting
their embalming cases only because they want the dual
license to be more marketable, but not because they
have any real desire to embalm in the future. This, to
the mentor, is frustrating, since I know that now my
time and effort is going to be taken up for someone that
isn’t even really there for the right reason. However,
enthusiasm can be infectious. If I can keep my attitude up
and encouraging then it can be contagious so someone
who didn’t think they would care for embalming may
learn to love it. Well, if not love it, at least appreciate
the successes that come with it and therefore want to

be good enough to have those successes on their own!
Over the years I have settled into a system for
working with apprentices. I say settled into because
it wasn’t something I ever sat down and planned, it
just evolved over time. In this system the three key
words will come up several times, and often in the
actual act of the work I will repeat the words in my
head when I’m finding myself getting into that, “I’ll
just do it myself so we can be done,” frame of mind.
The first time I work with an apprentice who is
new to me, I straight up lay out the game plan. On
our first case together, I communicate that they are
going to watch and listen and help clean. They aren’t
going to make the incisions, raise the vessels, pick the
chemicals, or set the features. I’m going to show them
my style, my systems, how I like things done, and I’m
going to explain why for each. Don’t worry though,
the next case you will get to do some more, and the
next even more, and so on, until you can do it start
to finish while I’m the one who hands you things and
washes instruments.
I also communicate that I want them to ask every
single question that pops into their head. I will gladly
explain why I do things the way I do them. I will also
gladly explain why I don’t do things a certain way if
they have seen it done differently. Often enough the
answer to, “I always heard it should be done this way.
Why do you do it a different way?” is simply because
this works better for me and achieves the same result.
Sometimes the answer to that same question is, “I’ve
never heard of that, I may try it out on the next one
and see if I like it.”
I’ve learned more than one new technique
that I like from an apprentice telling me what
another mentor does differently. I love when they
ask questions, not only does that mean we are
having open lines of communication, but it indicates
enthusiasm on their part. They may be reticent at
first, but if there is one question there are probably
more, and if they feel comfortable asking them then
it can grow the spark of enthusiasm into a flame that
they may not have realized they had to begin with.
One thing that can be hard to communicate,
while not stifling enthusiasm, is “No.” It’s absolutely
okay to say “No” but be prepared to explain why. The
most enthusiastic apprentices are the ones you have to
say no to the most, yet if you can say it effectively with
reason and patience, it won’t hurt them.
Once I had a first meeting with an apprentice
who was really excited to get her embalming license
and be a solid great embalmer. She was so ready to go
that she started pulling chemicals out of the cabinet
before I even had the chance to tell her our game plan.
Worse, she was pulling none of the things I wanted to
use, so I had to stop her right away before anything got
opened and poured and then wasted.
“Whoa, whoa, whoa! What are you doing?”
“I’m getting the chemicals out for you!”
“Okay, but why are you choosing those
particular items?”
“Well, because that’s what the other person
always used.”
“I really appreciate your excitement and gogetter nature, but let’s talk about what we are going
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It’s a balancing act.
This time I also start requiring them to look
at me when finding the artery. Without fail, every
apprentice has complained to me about this. But I’m
patient and explain that this is an important skill to
have in case the vein breaks, or the person is obese and
you can’t see the vein, etc. It takes lots of cooperation
and guidance to master this, but eventually it will
become easy. And no matter how many apprentices
have complained about this step, they have all later
called me and told me of a time they had to find it
blind and were glad they had been forced to learn it.
This progresses the same way with any vessel,
same steps for the femorals. I don’t teach brachials
and radials by feel except to find the nerves they are
with, but if that’s something you’re proficient at,
then that would be a great thing to teach! Eventually
this leads to what happened in the opening of this
article. The time when the apprentice is going to raise
the vessels on their own, without me watching or
coaching. Inevitably this is going to take a little longer
and require more patience on your part, and hope that
you’ve built the enthusiasm and confidence in them
to keep working at it until they are successful. It is
important to communicate that you will be right on
the other side of the door, and, if they do need help,
you are available! More often than not, even if it takes
20 minutes, they don’t come to me for help.
It is important for an apprentice who feels the
passion to be great to start doing this on their own.
When they do it on their own, this is a celebration!
Make sure and not focus on the time. Don’t say,
“Well you managed it, but I would have done it in
45 seconds.” The fact that it was accomplished is
what matters! The time will get better with practice.
I apply this philosophy to pretty much every step
in the process. Shaving, incisions, turning the deceased
to clean underneath, you can take small steps working
toward independence. Learning suturing techniques?
Suture half the incision, then let them finish it. This is
another place where I had to stop and remind myself
of communication differences. It happened not long
ago that an apprentice was doing a baseball stitch on
the torso of an autopsy case. I had to remind her a
couple of times to, “Pull the thread back against the
incision to keep the stitches tight.” After the third time
I asked if she understood what I meant and she did
not. So I stopped suturing the head and came over and
not only used different words to communicate, but
also physically showed her what I meant.
Sometimes if I can’t find the right words to
make myself clear I will ask for permission to
physically move the person’s hands so they can
feel the motions I’m trying to convey. Remember,
every step takes practice, even the thing that seems
the simplest wasn’t simple at all at one point.
Sometimes it can take a few cases to gel as a
team. Over time if you stick with it, though, you can
become a well-oiled machine and know each other’s
every move before it happens. It’s possible for the
mentor/mentee relationship to even seem adversarial
at first. We have all had that feeling that an apprentice
thinks they know better than you do or want to do it
“their way.” As hard as it can be to turn those moments

to use on this particular case, and why those are
appropriate to this particular case. Those chemicals
you are picking right now are good choices for a
different sort of case than the one we have to work
on right now and I’ll tell you why. Also, since this is
the first time we are working together here’s how
our system is going to work…(insert game plan
as explained above)…does that all make sense?”
We got to laugh about the situation for a minute,
and it was a great opportunity to teach while still
being encouraging and communicating. It was also
an exercise in patience. It can be so easy just to say,
“Stop what you’re doing and stay out of the way.”
While I appreciate and ask for questions,
feedback, and suggestions, I will still be doing the case
the way I think is right. Even when we have moved
forward and the apprentice is getting to do more
things, I will still require the incision be where I think
it should be, or the chemical to be what I want it to
be. We will always discuss why if I say no to anything,
like the reason I want the incision here instead of an
inch over, where they started to do it. I gladly give
the logic and experience that leads to that particular
chemical mix. But in the end, it is my name that goes
on the case report. I must be 100% confident in the
results. In less friendly terms, this is a “my way or
the highway” situation. It is important, though, to
explain this in terms that make sense to everyone.
Good communication and patience here is what
will keep enthusiasm high. It’s important not to get
mad. Nothing can squeeze the potential passion out
of a person like getting in trouble for being excited.
On the next case we start to do more of the steps
actively together. Now I don’t mean, “OK, go for
it! I’ll be nearby!” This is still a time for small steps
and confidence building. For instance, the apprentice
makes the incision today but with strict guidance as to
where to start and where to end. Then for raising the
vessels, for this example the standard carotid injection,
I’ll raise and mark the vein, showing them each step
slowly and carefully. Then I’ll raise the artery, show
them every step, have them feel it, and then push the
artery back down into place and have them raise it.
The artery has been separated from the fascia now so
it’s relatively easy to move once found.
I know this makes it really easy, but it’s practice
in knowing where to look, how to feel, how to move
the artery, where to stand to see well, and all these
different little things we do without even thinking
about them, but without the guessing of where to
start, or the worry of separating it and making a
difficult situation. It also starts building confidence.
Yes, it’s easy, but sometimes the fact that it’s easy is
what can create enthusiasm to try again when it’s a
little harder, until the really difficult situations we
sometimes face are hit head on with that long built
confidence. You can even have them pick it up and
put it back a few times. Repetition is what leads to
proficiency.
The next time we do the carotid incision, I
will expose the vein but let them raise it. Learning
to separate the vein from the nerves and fascia is its
own skill, especially figuring out how much force you
need to raise it, but how gentle to be not to break it.
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the cleaning together, it’s less a case of, “You are the
lowly helper who cleans for me,” than it is a fun way
to encourage growing skills with a little competition.
If I wind up having to clean the instruments by
myself, then that’s also great news because it means
the apprentice’s suturing skills are honed and sharp!
The most important thing of all is to keep a good
attitude. Encouragement when things are easy means
that when corrections have to be made they aren’t felt
as attacks but as advice. I’ve said it before and I’ll say
it a thousand times before I’m out of a prep room for
good, embalming is hard. The cases we consider to be
easy are only easy because we learned and practiced
and never gave up learning more. The cases we
consider hard are still going to be well taken care of for
the same reasons. Many a time I’ve been thankful that
no one else is in a building when I’m trying to inject
a tiny femoral in a leg that is wider than my shoulders
and it keeps breaking so I have to keep lengthening
my incision and chasing it. That’s something I’ve done
many times over the years.
I’ve been frustrated by a carotid artery that
disintegrates into nothing when I touch it with an
arterial tube and I have to try and catch it with a pair
of hemostats so I can at least inject effectively from
another point. I’ve gone outside and taken a break
when every point I inject gets no farther than a few
inches and I know I’m going to have to hypo all over.
Those are the big, tough problems, but if someone isn’t
confident in something most of us consider simple like
raising a radial then every step is a big, tough problem.
Imagine being an apprentice who has no
experience with problems like that. It can be
overwhelming if they don’t feel like they have
someone to turn to for help and advice. Often that
leads to someone deciding the prep room just isn’t for
them. The embalming process is a constant effort at
problem solving in order to get the results you need
to make sure that family has the closure they need.
We as mentors have the opportunity to make sure that
newcomers understand that these things happen, and
that problem solving is a regular occurrence.
It’s good for them to see us get frustrated by a
problematic case because it gives them the chance to
see us work through the problem. It’s good for them
to see us call someone else for advice because they
need to know that it is OK to reach out for help. I
always hope that people who have apprenticed with
me and go on to be active embalmers know that
I’m glad to answer any questions any time they have
them. After 23 years in funeral service I still won’t
hesitate to call for advice on something I haven’t
seen before or just can’t quite seem to figure out.
These are all things that in my experience have
worked, but that doesn’t mean it works for everyone.
We have to figure out what approach to mentoring
works the best for us and our mentees. One thing
is certain though: patience, communication, and
enthusiasm are the keys to ensuring the future of
funeral service will be in the hands of skilled funeral
professionals, in and out of the prep room.

into teaching moments, it is important to remember
that almost any time an apprentice feels that way
it comes from a sense of passion for embalming.
Communicating effectively, patiently explaining why
this procedure is the one you feel is correct for the
case, offering to let them actively participate in a step
that may be new to them, are ways to defuse the issue
while still supporting their enthusiasm. If we just keep
telling them they are wrong and fighting instead of
teaching, then that passion will be muted and pressed
down until they decide the prep room isn’t for them
and then we have lost another potentially great
embalmer.
One thing I’ve found helps the gelling happen
sooner and stronger is to not treat the apprentice as
though they are beneath me. It may sound obvious
but it is common for apprentices to be treated as
though they are just there to clean and do the things
we don’t want to do, when really they are there to
learn how to be the future of funeral service. From
the very first case, start washing instruments together,
or one washes instruments while the other mops, or
whatever types of chores there are in your prep room.
Eventually this works into getting finished faster. Later
you can confidently split the tasks and chores without
even having to go through who’s going to do what.
After the third or fourth case start asking the
apprentice what the chemical mix is going to be for
this particular case. If it’s exactly right then celebrate
and move along. More likely than not it’s going to be
incorrect for some nuanced reason or another. This
is a great moment to not only correct but to explain
why chemically something else is better. Again, this
develops into working together so smoothly that I can
start raising vessels while the apprentice puts together
the chemicals (always with my final approval) or vice
versa, all while they are building their confidence in
becoming skilled professionals.
I tend to make small incisions at my injection sites.
It’s not showing off, it’s because, if I can effectively
raise vessels through a smaller incision, then that’s less
suturing I have to do later. I’ve had years and volumes
of cases that have allowed me to get decent at this,
whereas an apprentice has neither. I communicate
when they’re watching me the first couple of times
that they need to know it’s OK when they make bigger
incisions to work from, because we will still sew them
up. After some time we will start shortening them up.
Small accomplishments like this foster enthusiasm to
get even better with time.
One of my favorite things to do after we have
been working together for a while is to start switching
who sutures where on autopsy cases.They do the head
sometimes and I the “Y,” and other times vice versa so
theyy get practice at both. Eventually I will give them
the choice of which they want to do, but if I get done
with mine before they do theirs, they have to clean the
instruments and mop, etc. At this point, having done
inst
Tom has been in the funeral industry for over 20
years and still regularly embalms. He is the Dodge
representative in central and western Texas.
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A Different Kind of Service of Remembrance
By Glenda Stansbury, CFSP

This year, as
the exhaustion
and fear of our
current situation
continues to sit
like a cloud on
our world, to be
intentional about
stopping and
acknowledging
and offering
comfort is even
more vital and
important.

May I offer
another
ceremony that
can touch people
in a very special
and visual way?
How about
trying a sand
ceremony?
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Wait…what?
We thought the dark times were over. We
celebrated being together with friends and family
and fellow colleagues again. We considered putting
the masks in the drawer as a reminder of what we
experienced and survived. We looked at the supply of
hand sanitizer and toilet paper that we had collected
and put it all in a drawer. Free at last.
And then, we were whip-lashed back into the
reality of the road we had just traversed. We are in
the Groundhog Day movie and it just keeps repeating
again and again and Bill Murray is of no help at all.
The division of discourse and direction is greater than
ever, and we continue to serve families who are being
touched by this pandemic that we truly thought had
been conquered.
So, as we enter into fall and begin to think about
what is next for our firms, it is even more important
for us to plan with resolution and creativity as we
honor once again the arrival of the holiday season and
what that means for individual families and collective
communities.
We have talked about holiday remembrance
services before.
Perhaps you have done them in the past and had
great success.
Perhaps you’ve never done one and do not
know where to start.
Perhaps you are looking for a new approach.
Perhaps you did not hold one last year because
gathering was not possible, and you were just trying
to survive the onslaught of dealing with the deaths
that just did not seem to stop.
This year, as the exhaustion and fear of our
current situation continues to sit like a cloud
on our world, to be intentional about stopping
and acknowledging and offering comfort is
even more vital and important. Here is another
suggestion from your friendly neighborhood
Celebrant as to how to consider offering a moment
of solace for your families in a meaningful and
impactful way.
We can get into a tradition with holiday services
that can begin to feel old or stale. We always ask the
same clergy to officiate. We always have the same
choir sing. We always hand out ornaments or angels
or candles. Even the cookies and punch are the same.
May I offer another ceremony that can touch
people in a very special and visual way? How about

trying a sand ceremony? What is a sand ceremony?
I’m glad you asked.
I’ve used sand ceremonies in individual services
and for association services of remembrance. It
provides a different and almost visceral representation
of lives that are being remembered. You can buy
sand from your local hobby store. Purchase different
colors to represent all the different lives that are
being honored. Have a beautiful glass container
to pour the sand into. As you name each group of
people, the officiant or staff people can pour one
color of the sand into the container.
As a takeaway for the attendees, you could have
small vials of sand for them to take home, to place
somewhere that is meaningful for them.
So, this is what it might look like:
Gathering. What a powerful word. One that
has been imbued with so much more meaning in the
last 20 months. To be in the presence of. To share
a meal, a conversation, a moment. To engage with
others and walk away strengthened by the power of
togetherness.
We did not know how much we needed the
very thing we took so much for granted until it was
gone. When distance meant safety. When isolation
represented care. When connection required
electronic support. When we just wanted to gather
and knew that it was impossible.
All of the families that we have been privileged
to serve have felt this void, this gap in healing
surrounded by the understanding arms and
compassionate hearts of others. To be included into
the great family of the heavy hearted. We have done
our best to allow your grief to be acknowledged
and given the significance needed. Sometimes it was
enough. Often it felt lacking.
And now, once again, under the cloud of the
unknown, when hope shines for a moment and then
is altered by new circumstances, we gather with
care, with caution, but always with reverence. For
it is in these moments that we carve out sacred space
for honoring those we have lost, to give credence to
the grief of our friends and colleagues, to say that it is
our responsibility and our honor to remember those
we have lost from the family.
Our firm takes this time very seriously, to
intentionally create a gathering of hearts and spirits.
Today we will honor those who left us this year,
shining examples of individuals who were such an
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integral part of someone’s life. To give significance to
this time of year when the grief journey is even more
heightened because our loved one is not here to be
part of the traditions and celebrations and memories.
To remember each life in the best way possible,
we are going to represent them by pouring of sand.
Sand can represent wonderful times spent on a beach
with the sand between your toes. It can remind us
that nothing is permanent, and everything can be
swept away in the wind. Sand can show the footprints
that have been left on your heart.
Today our sand will represent all of those we
remember, the layers of life that they brought into
this world and the beautiful rainbow of memories
they leave.
(NOTE: If you have a small group of people to
remember, you could name the names and pour the
sand as you name each person. If you have a larger
group of people, you can name groups of people.)
For example:
For our children. Those shining lights who were
here for a brief moment in time, whose footprints
faintly left an imprint on the sands of time but
indelibly on our hearts. They brought hope and
dreams, visions of the future and joy in the present.
We will always say their names and continue to carry
them with us, creating memories as we see the world
for them through our eyes. For these young lives, we
honor you.
Pour Sand

understanding and forgiving love. Our story is richer
and more interesting because of all the people who
were characters in our chapters. For all of these
wonderful members who molded our lives, for our
family, we honor you.
Pour Sand
For those who serve. Our brave young service
people who sacrificed their lives for our country,
those frontline medical professionals who worked
tirelessly to protect the vulnerable and the sick, our
first responders who arrived in the midst of chaos
and danger to save those in need. They never ask
for recognition or applause. They bravely faced the
darkest times because they were called to care for
others. We owe a debt of gratitude and appreciation
to each one who gave their lives this year in service to
our community and we honor you.
Pour Sand

Sometimes our
relationships
were challenging
or difﬁcult,
sometimes
we knew that
they were our
safety net of
unconditional
love. Our steps
on this journey
were shaped and
informed by the
ones who gave
us life.

For our parents. They gave us roots and gave
us wings. Instruction and guidance, wisdom and
experience were gifts that they gave to us freely.
Sometimes our relationships were challenging or
difficult, sometimes we knew that they were our
safety net of unconditional love. Our steps on this
journey were shaped and informed by the ones who
gave us life and each grain of sand represents the
lifetime of parenting that each one of them shared.
For our parents, we honor you.
Pour Sand
For our life partners. Wife, husband, spouse,
significant other, friend. The person we pledged to
walk with, sharing all the mountains and valleys of
experience that were made easier because we had
someone beside us. Laughter and tears, successes and
failures, moments of incredible joy and moments of
overwhelming sadness, no matter what life gave us,
we knew that there was someone there that we could
rely upon to understand and provide mutual support.
You promised to love until death parted you and so
now we pour this sand with gratitude for the time
you had and grief that you are no longer together.
For our partners, we honor you.
Pour Sand

The season of pandemic, lock down, fear, and
mind-numbing loss has done it’s best to take hope
away. To look at the world and think that it will
never be better, that we will never feel normal again.
And for all of those family in our community, in our
country, in our world, the valley of the shadow of
death has been our constant presence. There is no
way to even comprehend the loss of so many lives
in such a brief span of time. Lives taken too soon,
deaths in isolation and loneliness, moments of guilt
and questions, a lifetime of wishing that this would
all just disappear.
So, it is our solemn responsibility to stop and
honor those lives that were taken by this relentless
disease, to promise to always remember all the lights
who were taken before their time, to pledge to do all
in our power to honor their lives by eradicating the
threat. To reach out and find hope once again. We
honor all of these souls.
Pour Sand

For our family. Brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles,
cousins, all those branches of the generational tree
who made us who we are. They might be family of
blood or family of choice. People who understood
where we came from, who shared the experience
of fierce loyalty, challenging dysfunction, gracious

continued on page 28
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continued from page 25

And so as we close these moments of
remembrance, as we continue our days during this
holiday season, as we do our best to find moments
of joy and light amidst the darkness of loss and
grief, and, yes, gathering, may the spirit of these we
honored stay with you. May you feel a little stronger,
a little braver, a little more inspired to do good in
your corner of the world, because you shared a part
of their experience and their stories. May you never
forget that you are a part of a family that will embrace
you when the road is too hard to walk alone, may
you always know that this family of those who honor
the dead, will be by your side each step of the way.
Let us close with a blessing.
For the gathering of friends and family and
fellow journeyers, we are grateful.
For the blessings of hearing stories once again,
we are grateful.
For the lives of each of these special people
and what they meant to their families and their
communities, we are grateful.
For the sacred moments of remembering, we
are grateful.
Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO
Funeral Service Department and a practicing
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact her
at celebrantgs@gmail.com

The

Go into your day with a renewed hope and
resilience to be so very present for your families and
for those you love.
For all of these things, we are grateful. Amen
Of course, all of this can be changed, altered,
expanded or personalized to fit your firm, your
families and your community. Adding music or
prayers or a video tribute of all the pictures or other
ceremonies might be very appropriate. Handing
out a gift of a book. Your Dodge Rep has one to
recommend. (I’m allowed a plug every once in a
while.) Or, find a Celebrant who can create a service
that is exactly right for you. (OK that’s the second
plug.)
The point is not the specific words, the point is
to recognize how much power and responsibility we
carry for those we serve. To let them know that you
are the professional who understands the great family
of the heavy hearted. That we are called to give them
a safe space for grieving, to bring them together again
to offer remembrance and dignity to all these lives
lived, to provide soft guidance for those who feel
alone and lost, especially during the holidays.
Hopefully this gives you some ideas and
inspiration for creating exactly the perfect and
impactful service that is meaningful for your
community. I would love to hear some of your
stories. And, as always, your friendly neighborhood
Celebrant wishes you safe and wonderful holidays for
you and yours. Take care and be well!
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Wizards, Witches, and Heretics:
A Sideways Look into the
History of Cremation
By Duncan Norris

Here is a question for you to ponder: what is the
connection between wizards and two pivotal events
in the history of cremation? Given the difficulties in
such a question let me aid you with a couple of clues.
The first clue is the late famed actor,
Christopher Lee. Lee is, of course, best known, as
either Saruman, the evil wizard protagonist in The
Lord of the Rings, or as Count Dracula in no less than
ten films, or the Bond villain Scaramanga from The
Man With the Golden Gun, or as Lord Summerisle of
the cult classic The Wicker Man or as Count Dooku. If
you don’t know who this is count yourself lucky, for
then you never saw the Star Wars prequels.
The second clue is simpler, being an individual
with the unique moniker of the Welsh Wizard. But
before giving the answer, I thought it worthwhile
to take a meandering stroll into the history of the
practice in the Western world.
The obvious starting point is, how did cremation
arise as a practice in the first instance? As is welldocumented anthropologically, care for the deceased
and funeral rites are one of the fundamental practices

that distinguish all human societies, consistent across
time, locale, and cultures, for all that the practices
themselves may differ. Yet in practical terms for
a final disposition of a dead body the choices,
historically speaking, almost always come down to
either cremation, the final disposition of a human
body through burning, or inhumation, the practice
of burying the dead.
Which of these choices was taken culturally was
often dictated by environmental conditions. In areas
where wood was a scarce resource, such as in the
Middle East, burial became commonplace, whereas
in Europe, largely heavily forested until the massive
population expansions in the Middle Ages and
with ground that often froze in winter, cremation
became the standard. In places where there was both
hardened ground and a lack of trees, such as Tibet,
other practices such as sky burial evolved, but such
things are beyond the scope of this article. Locations
which allowed both options (ready availability of
wood and excavatable soil year round) commonly
practiced both cremation and inhumation, often
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with one ritual following the other. Such as was the
case with ancient Greece and Rome.
It is important to note that cremation, as
practiced in the ancient world, was different from the
modern incarnation. In classical society, cremation,
being pyre-based, resulted in certain skeletal remains
being present after completion. These were, as part
of the overall funeral ceremony, piously collected
and placed in an ossuary or shrine, or buried with due
reverence. Such practices are still the norm in places
with a long tradition of cremation such as Japan.
The modern practice in the West of mechanically
reducing bone into ashes would have almost certainly
struck the ancients unfavorably.
It was only in the case of malefactors, or those
to whom the community (or the ruling emperor
in the case of Rome) held special enmity, that the
skeletal remains would be rendered down before
being subjected to the ignominy of being scattered
or dumped into a river. Nor is this practice, in the
case of the most infamous, entirely extinct. The
cremated remains of the executed Nazi war criminal
Adolf Eichmann, one of the key architects of the
Holocaust, were taken by boat and discarded outside
Israeli territorial waters as a final judgement on the
nature of his actions.
With the rise of Christianity, culturally based in
the inhumation practicing Middle East and having a
belief in a final resurrection, burial came to dominate
the funerary practices of the areas of the former
Roman Empire, regardless of local conditions. The
last non-Christian emperor Julian the Apostate, who
attempted a revival of paganism, even cited that it
was the Christians’ care for their dead that was one of
the three major reasons for their success. The other
two were Christians’ kindness to strangers and the
sobriety of their lifestyles. That neighboring pagan
societies in northern and eastern Europe, seen as
less developed, continued to choose cremation only
emphasized this divide. Thus cremation became
associated with both barbarity and with pagan beliefs,
and conversion to Christianity resulted in a change
of practice.
The final “nail in the coffin” of cremation in
Europe was the Emperor Charlemagne. Remembered
today as an enlightened and progressive ruler, he
was also very much the Warrior King that legend
portrays him in the Song of Roland. In his creation and
expansion of the Holy Roman Empire, Charlemagne
was frequently frustrated over constantly re-fighting
rebellions of the ‘perfidious Saxons,’ who apparently
had the temerity to not want to be his subjects.
When Charlemagne finally subdued these Germanic
tribes about the 9th century, the victor’s conditions
he imposed were harsh. The pagan nature of the
Saxons had proved a rallying point of opposition,
so Charlemagne’s laws, the rather infamous
Capitulatio de partibus Saxoniae, (in plain English,
Ordinances Concerning Saxony), were directed against
native paganism. These included the death penalty
for practicing cremation. Henceforth, cremation
would come to be seen as defiance against both the
Church and the state, an abhorred pagan practice not
permitted to Christians.

The Christian belief in a final resurrection
reinforced this ban on cremation among both the
laity and clergy. By destroying the body, cremation
was seen as an attempt to deny this resurrection. As
such, cremation was heresy, and, in fact, if it’s done
with such a motive today, it is still considered heresy.
Yet the exact nature of the resurrection was poorly
understood in the realms of Christendom with its
largely illiterate population. Thus, superstitious
ideas such as that of “the incorruptible bone” became
widespread. In this belief it was understood that one
bone in the body would not decay along with the rest
of the remains but linger on perpetually inviolate.
This “incorruptible bone” would be the nucleus for
the final resurrection. Although of a dubious doctrinal
authority (the need for any physical remains to enact
the resurrection was disproved theologically in
Christian writings dating back to the second century)
the idea remained, and was another reason to prefer
burial.
In fact, the connection between the physicality
of the body and the fate of the soul is still a common
motif in popular culture. The Supernatural television
series, for example, which was popular enough to
have a total of 15 seasons and follows the adventures
of two brothers in a ‘67 Chevy Impala who hunt
supernatural forces, uses cremation of remains as a
common trope to allow the two hunters to vanquish
evil forces.
Facing opposition both at the grass roots and
leadership levels, cremation in Europe basically
ceased everywhere Christianity spread, with a few
exceptions. In the violent decades and centuries
following the splitting of Christianity into separate
entities in the wake of Luther’s Ninety-Five Thesis,
Protestants would often burn the physical remains
of saints taken from reliquaries in churches as part
of anti-Catholic actions. Catholics likewise would
burn the bodies of those declared heretics, perhaps
most infamously being that of John Wycliffe, whose
remains were reduced to ashes 44 years after his
death.
Far more disturbingly, in Europe both
denominations had a similar treatment for those
accused of being witches. Seen as the worst kind
of pagans and heretics, witches were burnt as the
only punishment suitable for the enormity of their
perceived crimes, occasionally while still alive.
Likewise, it was common for the bodies of other
executed prisoners who had remained unrepentant
to lie unburied under the gallows, and, if particularly
heinous in either crime or a lack of penitence,
destroyed by fire. While an argument can be made
that judicial immolation, deliberate destruction of
relics by burning, post-mortem punishment, and
cremation are not the same thing, such distinctions
were probably lost in the general tenor of the
communities involved.
It is obvious that the destruction of the body by
fire, dead or alive, was seen as a specific punishment
for those perceived as heretical, in the same fashion
as occasional dissection of the bodies of condemned
criminals was viewed as an additional post mortem
punishment for malefactors. Cremation, already
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looked upon as pagan and heretical, by conflation
with these other burnings took on an additional
sinister aspect.
The third case for cremation in the Western
world before the modern era could be in cases where
epidemics or battlefield casualties resulted in large
numbers of bodies requiring immediate disposal,
such as occurred after the Battle of Waterloo. No
malediction was attached to such final dispositions,
due to the understanding of its necessity. Such was
the case in the far later governmental refusal to allow
the repatriation of the remains of millions of their
fallen soldiers from the First World War to British
and Commonwealth countries.
Less common prior to the modern era were
instances of individuals being cremated for public
health reasons, and it added to the infamy of this
event that in many places this was a role enacted by
the local executioner. Perhaps the most famous of
this type of public health cremation happened to the
poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, who tragically drowned
in 1822 and was subsequently cremated on a beach
in Italy. Local health regulations required all bodies
washing ashore to be cremated as part of quarantine
measures. The fear of disease in this country which
had been devastated by the Black Plague was not
merely an item of historical interest, even centuries
after the Plague.
The expansion of the colonial empires of Europe
into other regions of the world where cremation
was a normal cultural practice further emphasized
the divide. Cremation being the customary and
preferred practice of both Hindus and Buddhists again
reinforced it as the practice of something distinct
and separate from the Western tradition. And yet
although the modern revival of cremation in Britain
has pagan origins, it was not a true import from the
East. Rather it largely results from the action of a
native of Albion, Dr. William Price.
Dr. Price was one of those eccentrics that Britain
is so justly (in)famous for, and is perhaps better
known under his moniker “the Welsh Wizard.” It
is one of the great paradoxes of history that highly
Christian Victorian Britain had a deep interest in
its pagan past. Taking this interest a step further,
Dr. Price became a genuine follower of a revival of
Druidism. Following the ancient Druidic custom
as he understood it, after the tragic loss of his fivemonth-old son, Dr. Price attempted to cremate the
infant boy’s body in January, 1884.
It is not, as is sometimes claimed, the first
modern cremation in Britain. As best my research
indicates, this was performed in Dorset, in October
of 1882 by one Captain Hanham. He cremated the
bodies of his wife and mother, specifically at the
women’s earlier request. They had been concerned
over the effects they had observed on the bodies of
other family members due to water logging in the
family mausoleum. Both women, at the time of
cremation, had actually been dead since the previous
decade.
When Hanham’s requests via the Cremation
Society of Great Britain (formed in 1874 but not
able to perform any cremations, despite building

a crematorium, due to legal objections) had been
disallowed by the Home Secretary, the Captain
built his own crematorium on his private estate and
went ahead anyway. Hanham himself was cremated
there a year later. English Common Law has a long
tradition of allowing a wide latitude of practices upon
a person’s private lands, and the Home Secretary
seemingly decided that discretion was the better part
of valor and took no action.
Dr. Price was not so discrete. Atop a local
hill, dressed in a white tunic and performing the
appropriate rites as he saw them, Price soaked his
son’s body in an accelerant, placed it in a barrel, and
lit a fire. All of these actions were visible to the general
community, and members of the public, along with
the police, intervened to prevent him completing the
act. This action by the authorities may have been a
kindness. Some reports imply the police intervened
to protect Price from the actions of the outraged
public.
The incident was brought to court, with the
presiding magistrate Mr. Justice Stephen forced to
decide on the legality of the action. In a dramatic
verdict he decided there was no legal barrier to the
practice of cremation. Dr. Price had successfully
argued as his own lawyer, in a made-for-televisionmovie fashion, that while the law did not say
cremation was legal it did not say it was illegal either.
It was this tragi-comic that case provided the
opening necessary to the Cremation Society to
become an active organization. In the overcrowded,
industrial cities of Europe and North America, with
overflowing cemeteries and space available for future
interment sites declining, costs rising, and horror
stories such as that of Enon Chapel (where 12,000
dead bodies were jammed into a 60-foot crawlspace
in the heart of London), cremation was an idea whose
time had come again.
Cremation societies were formed in other
countries, as well. Italy had one in 1875, while
the first modern cremation was performed in the
United States in 1876, and the practice, emphasizing
its classical roots, slowly began to re-attain
respectability, until the present day where in many
places it is preferred over burial.
But what about Christopher Lee? You lying
trickster, I hear you say! You promised a movie
star connection! Well, the answer to that is simple.
Christopher Lee claimed direct descent from
Charlemagne. Don’t just take my word for it. He has
two separate heavy metal albums about his ancestor
to back his claim. And as for the other wizard, Dr.
Price, he was able to perform the cremation he felt
necessary to his beliefs to say farewell to his son on
March 14, 1884.
Duncan Norris is a practicing embalmer at
Kenton Ross Funerals in Brisbane, Australia.
A Fellow of the AIE and former BIE Divisional
Secretary, he has also served in numerous
other roles including that of coronial agent,
anatomical lab assistant, and in international
mass disasters.
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Inr-Seel leak-proofs surfaces and seals deep surgical cavities. Holds and molds distorted
facial features in the desired position. Use for filling voids due to eye enucleations or cranial
autopsy cases. Quik-Paks are to be used with the Heavy Compound Injector (sold separately).
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Never Too Old
to Learn
By Jerome Burke

When a man’s as old as I, and has been in practice
as long as I have, you’d think he knew just about
every angle of the profession. But as they sing in
Porgy and Bess, “It ain’t necessarily so.”
For instance, six months ago I acquired
information that’s been valuable to me already, and
is likely to prove even more valuable in the future.
Sarah Hocombe died last July, and old Orlando
Hocombe called us. I knew the Hocombes well
enough to pass the time of day, but that was all,
so when the time to make arrangements came,
I had to do a little pussy-footing. Naturally, he
wanted “everything as nice as possible, but not
too expensive,” and, as we all know, that trite old
saying has a different meaning in each case.
A little tactful questioning brought out the fact
that Orlando had retired as a floorwalker for May’s
Department Store after almost fifty years of service,
that he was 69 years old, and that his income,
including Social Security, was darned little. Mrs.
Hocombe had been ill a long time, and had spent
the last six months of her long life in the hospital.
Orlando was still making monthly payments on
doctors’ bills and hospital expenses.
Now, what do you do in a case like that? You
can’t take a grief-stricken husband to your display
room and, if he stops to admire a silver-bronze, or
even a sheet copper, tell him, “Yes, that’s beautiful,
but it’s not for the likes of you.”
I’ve got that problem partly licked by keeping
an “auxiliary” display room in the basement. In it I
have a line of caskets I’ve picked up at substandard
prices: discontinued models of the larger companies,
caskets made by firms that had more ambition than
business ability and ended up in bankruptcy court,
and even a few models bought from the estates
of funeral directors who had died without leaving
business successors. But even so...
You needn’t be an expert cost accountant to
know that except in cases where the more expensive
caskets are used it costs as much or more to service
a funeral as it does to merchandise it. So there I was.
I’ve never turned a worthy person down; I’d rather
take a loss than do so, and I must say that policy has

paid off in the long run, but...
“That’s pretty,” said Orlando as he stopped
beside a chestnut case covered with a two-tone gray
brocade. “How much - do you think I could afford -”
“I’m sure you can,” I told him. That case had
been a genuine bargain. I’d bought it, and four more
like it for $254 at a bankruptcy sale. The others had
been sold long before, and when that one was gone
I knew I’d never get another like it for anything like
the price, but there it was. I did a quick exercise
in mental arithmetic, then, “That case with all our
services would cost you $350 - no, I can let you
have it for $300,” I told him.
The poor chap’s eyes brightened. “Can you?”
he asked almost incredulously. “Why, I’d been told
the cheapest funeral I could get would cost at least
$1,000.”
“Half the lies they tell about funeral costs aren’t
true,” I assured him, then, as he paused and seemed
embarrassed, I asked, “What is it, Mr. Hocombe?”
He answered diffidently. “Sarah - poor dear!
- didn’t have a decent looking dress, Mr. Burke.
She’d been ill so long, and -”
I knew without his telling me that there had
been no money for new clothes, just barely enough
for installments on doctors’ and hospital charges.
“Very well, here are several,” I told him as I drew
back the glass doors of a case and swung a rack of
dresses out. “Here’s something which I think your
wife would have liked.”
It was really a lovely dress, dovegray with just
a shot of pink in it, and pink trimming at the throat
and wrists. Like everything else in the downstairs
showroom, it had been picked up at substandard
price, but it was good-looking.
From the way he looked at me, anyone might
have thought I’d just made him a present - which
was nearer the truth than I cared to admit, even
to myself.
“Now, Mr. Burke,” he said when we were once
more back in the office, “I might as well tell you
I haven’t any cash. Sarah’s long illness has taken
everything I have, but my income is steady, even if
it is small, and I’ll give you my note. I might as well;
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undertakers
were a lot o’
bloodsuckers.
Wait till someone
tries to tell me
that again. Just
wait!”

“Now, don’t be hasty,” I told him. “Let’s talk
this over like a pair of businessmen. You said $24 -”
“I didn’t say $23.98,” he broke in.
“All right,” I agreed. “‘Tis a hard man ye are,
Paul Primus, bad cess to ye, but I know when I’m
beat. Here’s your money. Now write me that
policy.”
* * *
On the first of the next month I received
a postal money order for $40 from Orlando
Hocombe, but the next first went by without a
remittance. Instead, a big young man with a deeply
tanned face, came to see me.
“I’m James Hocombe,” he introduced himself.
“Been serving with the Army in Germany for the
past three years, and just got back. Got here just in
time to say goodbye to Dad. He died last night, and
I’d like you to take charge.”
“I’m sorry –” I began conventionally, but he
was evidently in a hurry to conclude our business.
“Dad left a little insurance policy of which I was
the beneficiary,” he broke in. “It’s for $1,000, but
I’d like to save a little of it. D’you think you could
furnish an adequate funeral for, say, $800.”
“Of course,” I answered.
“That’s fine. Now, one more thing. I don’t feel
able to assume Dad’s debts. I understand he had
to give a lot of notes for Mother’s last illness and
funeral expenses, but -”
“Relax, son,” I told him. “As far as I’m
concerned, we’ll just forget that note your father
gave me.”
“You mean that?” he asked.
“Certainly,” I assured him.
“Well, I’ll be a son of a - I’ll be a monkey’s
uncle!” he exclaimed. “They always told me you
undertakers were a lot o’ bloodsuckers. Wait till
someone tries to tell me that again. Just wait! Oh,
brother!”
* * *
Two weeks later I ran into Paul Primus at
luncheon at the Pequot House. “Hi, Jerry,” he
greeted. “What’s the good word?”
“Plenty,” I told him. “I got your check for $260
in payment of the balance due on Mr. Hocombe’s
note yesterday. D’ye know, Paul, I thought I knew
everything there is to know about my business, but
I guess a man’s never too old to learn. From here on
out I’m going to insure all the notes that I receive.”
“With me?” he asked.
“With you,” I promised. “You taught me a
lesson -”
“I taught you a lesson!” he broke in. “Listen at
me, Jerome Burke. Listen at me with both those big
ears of yours. I’ve been overlooking a good market
in this racket of yours, and if you hadn’t told me
your tale of woe about old Mr. Holcombe I’d never
have thought of it. D’ye know what I’m gonna do?”
“Pull your hair out?” I suggested hopefully.
“Nawsuh. I’m going to canvass every blinking
funeral director in this town... maybe in the whole
state…and get ‘em all to insure their deferredpayment cases with me.”

I’ve given notes to nearly everybody else. I can pay
you -” he made a quick mental calculation - $40
a month. “Would that be satisfactory?”
It had to be, and so I told him, “Certainly.”
* * *
Next day I dropped around to the Pequot
House for a late luncheon, and was just washing
down the last of my apple pie with the final drops
of coffee in my cup when Paul Primus came by my
table. Paul’s an insurance agent, but calls himself
an “insurance counselor,” and will write a policy on
anything from the weather to the final score of next
year’s Yale-Harvard football game. “Hi, Jerry,” he
greeted. “What’s the good word?”
I shook my head. “None,” I told him gloomily.
“How come?” he wanted to know.
“Well, I’m not sure I haven’t sold myself a
pup,” I confessed. Then I told him about Orlando
Hocombe and the note he’d given me. “He’s as
honest as a midsummer day is long,” I told him,
“but he’s had a hard time of it, and looks so frail you
wonder if he’ll be able to make it across the street.”
“Is he insured?” Paul asked.
“Yes, he carries a $1,000 industrial policy, but
it’s payable to his son who’s in the Army overseas,
and, as you know, insurance is not part of a man’s
estate, and even if it were, there are prior claims to
mine - doctors and hospitals and things like that.”
“Fire and fall back!” Paul ordered as I finished
my story, “How old is this Orlando character?”
“He told me he is 69.”
Paul reached into his pocket, pulled out a wallet
almost big enough to hold a suit of clothes and a pair
of shoes, and selected a paper from it. “It says here
in big print,” he told me, “that a male character from
65 to 70 years old has a life expectancy of thirteenpoint-zero years. At forty bucks a month it ought to
take this Hocombe bird eight months to pay you off
in full counting seven payments at $40 each and a
final one of $20. Right?”
“Right,” I agreed.
“Very well, then. I’m a sport, I’ll take a gamble
if you will. For one percent a month...a measly
three bucks...payable in a lump sum in advance,
I’ll write you a policy that’ll cover the face value
of the note. If Mr. Hocombe dies before he’s paid
the note in full, we’ll pay you the balance owing,
and no questions asked. If he lives to pay the note
in full, you’ll be out a miserable twenty-four fish,
but in the meantime you’ll have had full protection.
How’s about it?”
“Hold on a minute,” I objected. “Suppose he
manages to pay off half the note, then dies. Don’t
I get a rebate on the premium? Or if he pays off all
but the final $20 installment -”
“So long, Jerry, it’s been nice talking to you,”
Paul interrupted as he rose. “I’ll be seeing you
around.”
Jerome is an old funeral director who has
told his tales to numerous generations of
Dodge Magazine readers.
Jerome Burke
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Remember your families
at the Holidays
Experiencing the grief journey can be amplified during the holidays. Finding ways to experience the joys of the
season, while acknowledging that an important person is missing, can be difficult and complicated.
What we have learned from this current time of isolation and uncertainty is that finding guidance and wisdom
is even more important for our families than ever before.
Your firm can provide welcome support and resources for your families.
Thoughts for the Holidays book or card can be given at your annual service of remembrance or mailed
to all the families you served this year.

Thoughts for the Holidays

Holiday Comfort Card

Finding Permission to Grieve
Item # 910392

with envelope
Item # 910398

A touch from a caring funeral professional is one of the most
important gifts a grieving person can receive.
Your presence will be appreciated and remembered.

Order from your Dodge Company Representative or call The Dodge Company 800.443.6343
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Make your hotel reservations now!
Hotel cut-off is Sunday, October 10.

Dodge Technical Seminars
Las Vegas, NV
November 11 & 12, 2021
Flamingo Hotel & Casino
Additional information is available on the
Seminars tab at shop.dodgeco.com.
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